
Reference Number 113344 (East Preston Perfect Pizza Ltd) 

 

 I wish to object to the times of the proposed licensable activities (Late Night Refreshment). The 

premises are located in the southern part of Willowhayne Crescent. The distance from my front door 

to the entrance to East Preston Perfect Pizza is just 17.5 metres. The only business in Willowhayne 

Crescent licensed be open to the public after 23:00 is the 'Clockhouse & Clockhouse Restaurant' 

(licence number 6614) which is licensed to be open to 00:00 (01:00 on Bank Holidays). 

I object to East Preston Perfect Pizza being open beyond 00:00. 

Public Nuisance Beyond 00:00 the movement of vehicles and people (both customers and delivery 

drivers) causes a Public Nuisance: On Sunday 23 February between 00:00 and 01:36 Perfect Pizza 

made three deliveries, departing at 00:16, 00:47 and 01:36. In addition, three people went into 

Perfect Pizza at 01:03 and purchased cans of drink. They drank the cans and talked in the open 

doorway until 01:14 when they left. 

At midnight the average sound level at the window to our bedroom that overlooks Perfect Pizza is 

typically 43dB. The sound level when a vehicle stops at Perfect Pizza and then restarts typically peaks 

at 64dB due to car doors slamming and the car engine starting. These stress-inducing irregular 

sounds during 'night hours' disturb our sleep. Delivery drivers and customers visiting East Preston 

Perfect Pizza frequently double-park their vehicles, partly obstructing the highway. I have witnessed 

a collision between a double-parked vehicle and a moving vehicle. In summary, if East Preston 

Perfect Pizza operates after 00:00 the additional noise and additional parked vehicles will constitute 

a Public Nuisance. 

Disorder East Preston Perfect Pizza state that after 00:00 their business will be delivery only. This 

will not reduce the number of vehicle movements. In addition, if customers ignore the 'deliveries 

only after 00:00' rule and arrive in person (as they did on 23 February at 01:03), this may result in 

Public Disorder.  

Yours sincerely Roy Allen 


